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Abstract 

This paper deals with the problem of estimating a priori the error growth in discretizations of linear initial 
value problems. 

A review is presented of various recent stability estimates which are valid under the Kreiss resolvent condition 
or under a strengthened version thereof. Moreover, a conjecture is formulated to the effect that errors cannot 
grow at a faster rate than SD, where p < 1 and s denotes the order of the matrices under consideration. 

Also a weaker version of the Kreiss resolvent condition is discussed. Under that condition, a stability estimate 
is proved which grows linearly with the order of the matrices under consideration. 

The paper concludes by presenting an application of the Kreiss resolvent condition in the error growth analysis 
for discretizations of delay differential equations. o 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 

1. Introduction 

I. 1. The purpose of the paper 

This paper is concerned with step-by-step methods for the numerical solution of linear initial value 
problems. It deals with initial value problems for differential equations without delay-term as well as 
with equations in which a delayed argument of the dependent variable occurs. 

A crucial question in the step-by-step solution of such problems is whether the numerical process 
will behave stably or not. Here the term stable is used to designate that any numerical errors introduced 
at some stage of the calculations are propagated in a mild fashion. 

Recently new tools for stability analysis were developed that are related to the so-called resolvent 
condition ofKreiss. These tools can be used in proving stability. The purpose of this paper is to review, 
extend and apply some of these recent results. 
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1.2. Organization of the paper 

In Sections 2 and 3 we deal with step-by-step methods specified by s x s matrices B. We relate 
the stability analysis of these methods to the problem of establishing suitable upper bounds on the 
norm 11 Bn 11 (for n 3 1, s 3 1). Further, we recall the fact that the eigenvalues of B can be a highly 
misleading guide to estimating II Bn (1. 

Section 4 reviews upper bounds for I I Bn I 1, valid under the Kreiss resolvent condition; these bounds 
grow linearly with n 3 1 or s 3 1. 

Section 5 discusses improved upper bounds for ]]Bn 11, valid under a slightly stronger version of 
the Kreiss condition. A conjecture is presented according to which the norm IIBn(( grows at most at 
a rate sp, with p < 1, when s + cc. 

Section 6 deals with a weaker version of the original Kreiss condition. A theorem is presented 
which implies that ]lB”]] d oes not grow faster than linearly with s, under the weaker condition. 

Section 7 explores the relevance of the foregoing to the stability analysis of numerical methods for 
delay differential equations. 

2. Stability analysis of linear, numerical processes 

We consider the following numerical process: 

u,=B~,_~+b, (n=1,2,3 ,... ). 

Here b, denote given vectors in the s-dimensional complex vectorspace CC’, and B is a given s x s 
matrix (with complex entries). Further, u, E C.” are numerical approximations that are computed 
recursively, for n = 1,2,3, . . ., starting from a given ‘1~0 E V. 

Processes of the above form arise in a great variety of situations, in particular in the numerical 
solution of initial value problems for (systems of) linear differential equations-see, e.g., [ 191 and 
Sections 3 and 7 of the present paper. 

Suppose the numerical computations based on the above process were performed using a slightly 
perturbed starting vector, say GO, instead of uu. For n > 1, we then would obtain approximations En, 
instead of u,, satisfying 

G,=BG,_1+b, (n=1,2,3 ,... ). 

For instance, GO may stand for a finite-digit representation in a computer of the true ~0; the vectors 
En, for n 3 1, then stand for the numerical approximations obtained in the presence of the rounding 
error 210 = UO - ~0. 

In the stability analysis of the above numerical process the crucial question is whether the propagated 
error 21, = U, - u, can be bounded suitably in terms of the initial error TJO = GJ - ua. Therefore, one 
may be looking for bounds on the propagated error of the form 

Iv,] < Mlvol (n 3 1). 

Here M stands for a (moderate) constant, and 1x1 denotes an arbitrary norm for the vectors 2 E Cs. 
By subtracting the above recurrence relation satisfied by the vectors u, from the one satisfied by 

u,, one obtains w, = U, - un = (B&-t + b,) - (Bu,_l + bn) = Bv,_l. Hence 

V, = B%g. 
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For arbitrary s x s matrices A = (a+), we use the notation 

II4 = sup lA4/l4, 

where the supremum is over all vectors 2 # 0 in C”. For instance, if 1x1 = 1x1, = rnaxtGiGS I&j, for 
vectors z with components &, then 

The best upper bound for IV, 1 in terms of 1~01, for arbitrary ~0 E C’, thus reads 

I’unl 6 llq . IbOl. 

Therefore, the stability analysis of our numerical process amounts to deriving bounds on llBn 11, e.g., 
of the form 

IIRnll 6 M (n 3 0). (1) 

In the rest of the paper we focus on the geneml problem of deriving suitable upper bounds on I I Bn I I. 

3. An eigenvalue condition 

Conditions that are sufficient in order that (1) holds are easily formulated in terms of the eigenvalues 
of the matrix B. Consider, e.g., the following condition: 

All eigenvalues X of B have a modulus 1x1 < 1. (2) 

From the Jordan canonical form (cf., e.g., [5]) of the matrix B one sees that (2) implies the existence 
of a constant M with property (1). 

However, from a practical point of view, condition (2) can be a very misleading guide to stability. 
This fact was noticed, e.g., already by Parter [13]. 

An instructive example, illustrating that condition (2) is unreliable, is provided by the s x s bidiagonal 
matrix 

This matrix may be thought of as arising in the numerical solution of the initial-boundary value 
problem 

%(Z, q + %(? t> = 0, U(0, t) = 0, 4&O) = f(Z), 

where 0 6 z < 1, t 2 0 and f denotes a given function. Consider the so-called upwind finite 
difference scheme 
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&W - %,n-1) + -&m,n-l - U,-l,n-l) = 0, 

UO,n-1 = 0, wn,o = f(mAx> 
(where At > 0, Ax = l/s, u,,, Y u(mAx, nAt) for m = 1,2,. . . , s and n = 1,2,3,. . .). Clearly, 
the vectors U, E C’, with components u,,, (1 < m < s), satisfy U, = Bu,_i, with B as specified 
above when At/Ax = 3/2. Note that the order s = l/Ax of B is related to the accuracy of the finite 
difference scheme; the order of B has to increase without bound if the discretization error in the finite 
difference scheme is to approach zero. Therefore let us focus on large values s. 

For each s 3 1, the eigenvalues of the above matrix B equal -l/2, so that (2) is fulfilled. But, an 
easy calculation shows that 

llBnlL = 2n forn=1,2 ,..., s-l. 

Hence, any M for which (1) holds, satisfies 

M 3 2s-‘. 

For moderately large values of s, say s cv 100, we have M 2 103’, so that actually instability manifests 
itself, although the eigenvalue condition (2) is fulfilled. 

The above example shows that, under condition (2), the size of the constant M in (1) is not under 
control; M can grow at an exponential rate with s. In the following we shall review conditions on B 
under which the size of 11 B” 11 is nicely under control. 

4. The classical resolvent condition of Kreiss 

Kreiss [7] related property (1) to the condition that 

<1- B is invertible, and ll(<r - B)-’ 11 < &, for all complex < with I<1 > 1. (3) 

Here I denotes the identity matrix, and L is a real constant. Since ((1 - B)-’ is called the resolvent 
of B at <, we shall refer to (3) as the Kreiss resolvent condition. (In fact, Kreiss dealt only with 
the special case of the spectral norm [IA II = IIA112, but this restriction is immaterial to the present 
discussion.) In many cases of practical interest it is easier to verify (3) than (1). 

Property (1) implies that B has a spectral radius p(B) < 1. For 151 > 1 we thus conclude from (1) 
that p(<-‘B) < 1 and 

Ii([l- B)-‘(1 = ICI-’ . 11 (I - C-‘B)-’ 11 = [[[-‘I/I + <-‘B + <-2B2 +. . . 11 

< I[j-‘(1 + l<l-’ + ICI-2 + . ..) . M = M. (ICI - 1)-l. 

We see that (1) implies (3) with L = M. Kreiss succeeded in proving that, conversely, (3) implies (1) 
with M = ML,, only depending on L and s. 

This important result of Kreiss has often been used with great success in the stability analysis of 
numerical processes, see, e.g., [3,4,12,14]. 

In the following we focus on cases where the dimension s is large. Therefore, it is important to 
understand in which way ML+ depends on s. The original proof of Kreiss does not provide a sharp 
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value for ML,,. Improved values for ML,+ were obtained successively by Morton [l 11, Tadmor [ 171, 
LeVeque and Trefethen [8] and Spijker [ 151; see [21] for a nice historical survey. Eventually, the 
following theorem was obtained (for its proof see, e.g., [19] and Lemma 5b in Section 6 below). 

Theorem 1. The resolvent condition (3) implies that 

ljBnll < 4. L.n (n 2 1, s 3 l), 

(&!?“I1 <e. L.s (n 3 1, s 3 l), 

(4a) 

(4b) 

We see that under condition (3) the size of 11B”1/ is rather well under control. There is y10 strong 
(exponential) instability. Under condition (3) the propagated error increases at most linearly with the 
number of steps n, and with the dimension s. 

In the following we review recent modifications of Theorem 1. 

5. A strong version of the Kreiss resolvent condition 

The estimate (4) is essentially best possible when the general resolvent condition (3) is in force, 
see [19]. The question poses itself of whether still better stability estimates can be established under 
conditions that are slightly stronger than (3) and fulfilled in cases of practical interest. This question 
was dealt with, e.g., in [10,18]. In the subsequent we review some conclusions pertinent to this question 
obtained by Spijker and Straetemans [16]. 

We deal with the following, stronger version of (3): 
T 

<I- B is invertible, and II (~1 - B)-’ I/ 6 &, for all C E C\W. (5) 

Here W is an arbitrary set with the following three properties. 
(i) W is a closed subset of the unit disk {C: I( I < 1). 

(ii) The intersection of W and the unit circle {<: I<1 = 1) consists only of a finite number of 
points. 

(iii) At each of these points of intersection the contact between W and the unit circle is of order 
at most 4. 

In property (iii) we denote by 4 an arbitrary constant, with 0 < q < 00. The property amounts to 
the requirement that positive PO, pt exist such that 1 - I<1 3 pr I< - 51 ‘+q whenever C is a point of 
intersection and < E W, I< - 51 < pu (cf. [16]). Further, in (5) we denote by d(C, W) the distance 
from C to W. 

Under condition (5) we shall look for improvements over (4) of the form 

liHnll 6 y.L.nff (n 3 1, s 3 l), (6a) 

and 

IIBnll < Y . L . s p (n> 1, s> 1). (6b) 

Here y denotes an arbitrary constant (only depending on W and q), and a, p are constants (only 
depending on q) with 0 < cli < 1, 0 < /3 < 1. 
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In [ 161, a counterexample is constructed which implies certain lower bounds for the above exponents 
QI, ,B. The counterexample involves the norm IlAll = IIAlloo, and is relevant to any given fixed q 3 0. 
It deals with a set W satisfying (i)-(iii), with fixed constants L > 1, c > 0, and with the exponent 

1 
P=l-l+q. 

The counterexample consists in a sequence {B,} of s x s matrices (s = 1,2,3, . . .) satisfying (5) as 
well as 

11(BJ”11 3cVnp=c.sp (forn=s=1,2,3 ,... ). 

According to this counterexample, the general condition (5) may imply (6a) or (6b) only when 

1 
oal-l+q 

1 

and Pal-- 1+q’ 
The following theorem shows that our lower bound for the exponent Q is best possible. 

Theorem 2. Let q 3 0, and let W satisfy (i)-(iii). Then there exists a constant y (only depending on 
W, q) such that (5) implies (6a) with a = 1 - l/(1 + q). 

For the proof of the theorem we refer to [16]. Note that for q = 0 we have Q = 0, in which case 
the estimate (6a) corresponds to what sometimes is called strong stability. In this case the norm Iw, 1 
of the propagated error does not grow at all, with n or s. 

Theorems 1 and 2, together with the above lower bounds for Q and p, provide some evidence for 
the following conjecture. 

Conjecture 3. Let q 3 0, and let W satisfy (i)-(iii). Then there 
on VV, q) such that (5) implies (6b) with ,8 = 1 - l/( 1 + q). 

6. A weak version of the Kreiss resolvent condition 

exists a constant y (only depending 

In applications of Theorems 1 and 2 one has to check whether (3) or (5) is satisfied. In certain cases 
this may be difficult, and one may even not succeed in establishing (3). Therefore, an important issue 
is the question of whether the stability estimate (4), which follows by virtue of Theorem 1 from (3), 
is still valid under a resolvent condition that is easier to prove than (3). 

We consider the following variant to the Kreiss resolvent condition (3): 

(Cl- B) is invertible (for I<1 > 1)) and 
(7) 

Il(CI-B)-‘II <L.& (for 1 < 151 <p). 

Here S 2 0, p > 1 denote constants, and s is the order of the matrix B. Clearly, (7) is a weaker 
version of (3) and therefore easier to prove. 

The following theorem shows that, under condition (7), one can partly reach the same conclusion 
as in Theorem 1. 
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Theorem 4. Let 6 3 0, p > 1, and B of order s. Then condition (7) implies 

(a) IIBnll <+y.4L. (n+6s) (n 3 1, s 3 l), 

(b) llBnll <Y.eL. (1 +S)s (n 3 1, s 3 l), 

where y = (fi - l)-’ (Jis + 1). 

The theorem follows immediately from a combination of the following Lemmas 5a and 5b. 
The first lemma relates (7) to the following resolvent condition: 

(<I- B) is invertible, and I/(cI - B)-’ I/ < K. & 

for all complex < with I<1 > 1. 

Lemma 5a. Let 6 3 0, p > 1. Then (7) implies (7’) with K = (fi + l)(@ - l)-’ . L. 

Proof. For I<1 3 p we have the Dunford-Taylor representation 

(7’) 

((I - B)-’ = (27ri)-’ 
s 

(5 - z)-‘(~1 - B)-’ dz, 

where the integration is along any positively oriented circle 1.z = 0, with 1 < u < p. From this 
representation we obtain, in view of (7), 

I/U - BY1 11 6 CW’ 1 IC - 21-l . L. 614 G Ll#” ( cs _ I,;ci _ CJ I. 
Choosing P = J;;i we obtain, for ICI 3 p, 

II(U - W’I) G *(l+~).L&c;.L.&, 

which proves (7’) with K = (fi + l)(J7j - l)-’ . L. 0 

Lemma Sb. Let 6 3 0. Then the resolvent condition (7’) implies that 

(a) IlBnll<4K.(n+bs) (n> 1, s3 l), 

(b) IIB~/I <eK. (1 +S)s (n 3 1, s 3 1). 

Proof. (1) Let the s x s matrix B satisfy (7’), and let n > 1. According to a well known corollary to 
the Hahn-Banach theorem (see, e.g., [5, Chapter 5]), there exists a linear mapping F, from the vector 
space of all s x s matrices to @, such that 1 F(A) 1 6 11 A 11 (for all s x s matrices A) and I?( B”) = I I Bn I I. 
For any E > 0 we have 

B” = (2*i)-’ 
./ 

C”(U - B)-’ dC, 
I- 

where r denotes the positively oriented circle I<1 = 1 + E. Consequently, 

11~~11 = (2+’ 1 CnR(C) dC, 
P 
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where R(c) is the rational function defined by R(C) = $‘((<I - B)-‘). 
(2) Using the above integral representation for llBn I(, in combination with the inequality 

we arrive at 

(lBnll <K.&-I (1 +E)~+~~+‘. 

Choosing E = (n + &s-t, there follows, 

liB”II < [1 + (n + Gs)-‘]“+~~K. (n + 6s + 1). 

From this inequality we obtain the upper bound 

llBnll 64K++Ss), 

which proves part (a) of the lemma. 
We also obtain the upper bound 

ll~ll < eK. (n + 6s + 1). 

(3) Following [S], we perform a partial integration in the above integral representation for llBn]] so 
as to get 

IIEPII = -(27ri)-‘(n + l)-’ J <““R’(<) d<. l- 
There follows 

IlBnll < [27r(n+ l)]_‘(1 +&)n+l . A, 

where 

n = J IR’K) 1 IKI. r 
It is easily verified that R(C) is a rational function, with no poles on the circle r, and with degrees 

of its numerator and denominator not exceeding s (see, e.g., [19, p. 2091). For rational functions with 
these properties, the integral A can be estimated, according to [ 15,211, in the following way: 

n 6 27r.s .rn;x IR(C)l. 

Along the curve r our function R(c) satisfies the inequality IR(<) 1 < K. ECU (1 + E)~~. Combining 
this inequality with the above estimate of il and our last upper bound for llBn ]I, we obtain 

IIBnlI < K . s(n + 1)-l . E-~ . (1 + ~)~+~‘~+r. 

Choosing E = (n + Ss)-‘, there follows 

IIB”II < eK. (n ‘,“s: l)‘. 
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(4) Combining the last inequality with the upper bound for llBn I( obtained at the end of part (2) of 
the proof, it follows that 

liB”II <eK.(n+Ss+l).min l,$- 
{ 1 n+l . 

Hence 

IIUn(l < eK(l + 6) . s. 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 

Remark 6. For 6 = 0, the upper bounds for 11 B” 11 in Th eorem 4 tend to 4Ln and eLs, respectively, 
when p + 00. This implies that Theorem 1 can be viewed as a corollary to Theorem 4. 

7. Numerical stability in the solution of delay differential equations 

7.1. A lineal; scalar test equation 

We shall shortly explore the applicability of the foregoing in the numerical solution of the initial 
value problem 

z’(t) = f@(t), z(r - 7)) (t 3 O), z(t) = g(t) (t < 0). 

Here f, g are given functions, 7 > 0 is a fixed delay, and Z(t) is unknown (for t > 0). 
We shall deal with the following, well known, version of the trapezoidal rule: 

2, = X+-I + i [f(k, 6,+1) + ~(G-I, +-,)I (n 3 1). (8) 

Here s is an integer with s 3 2, and h = T/(S - 1) denotes the stepsize. Further, z, denote approxi- 
mations to Z(t) at the gridpoints t = t, = nh. Defining zi = g(ti) (i = 0, -1,. . . , 1 - s), one may 
compute, for n = 1,2,3,. . ., approximations z, by successive applications of (8). 

Following Barwell [ 11, many authors studied the stability of numerical methods, for the above initial 
value problem, by analyzing the methods when applied to the following, linear test problem: 

2’(t) = AZ(t) + pqt - T) (t 3 0). 2(t) = g(t) (t < 0). 

Here X> p denote fixed, complex coefficients, and g(t), Z(t) E Cc. 
Applying method (8) to the test equation one arrives at the recurrence relation 

z, = a . z,_~ + b . z,_,+~ + b . z,_, (n 3 11, 

where 

2+x 
a=%, b= & and x = hX, y = hp. 
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Defining U, E C” and the s x s companion matrix B by 

un = 

& 

k-1 

k-s+2 

zn-s+l 

a 0 0 . . . 0 b b’ 
1 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 
0 1 0 . . . 0 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 
0 0 0 . . . 1 0 0 
0 0 0 . . . 0 1 0, 

the above recurrence relation is equivalent to 

un = Bu,_~ (n 3 1). 

Clearly, B depends (only) on 5, y and s so that we may write B = B,(z, y). 
Following standard practice, in dealing with the above test problem, we consider the stability region 

S = {(x:,9): for each s > 2, the matrix B,(z,y) satisfies (2)). 

(Various authors, e.g., Zennaro [22], would refer to this set as the P-stability region of method (8).) 
The above region S was studied by various authors among which [2,9,20,22]. It is known that the 
interior and closure of S equal 

int(S) = {(z, Y): Re bl < -Ivl}, 
4% = { kG, Y>: Re bl 6 -Iyl}, 

respectively. 
But, we noticed already in Section 3 that condition (2), occurring in our definition of S, can be a 

misleading guide to stability-as long as “stability” is interpreted in the sense of Sections 1 and 2. 
With regard to error propagation the crucial question is of whether I( Bnll can be bounded suitably, 
and not of whether, for each individual fixed s, one has the asymptotic property lim,,, ]]P]] = 0. 

In the following subsections we focus on estimating ~~Bn~~m for (z:, y) E cl(S) and n 3 1, s 3 2. 

7.2. A positive stability result, derived by using resolvents 

In the following we deal with a fixed, given element (x, y) E cl(S), so that 

Re[zl < -1~1. 

We shall study the corresponding matrix B = B,(z, y) for s 3 2. 
By a short, and rather rough, analysis of the resolvent ([I - B)-’ it can be shown that condition (7) 

is satisfied here, with 6 = 1, p = 2, 11. II = (1. Ilm and L only depending on the given (z, y). By virtue 
of Theorem 4, we thus have the stability estimate 

IIBnllco < c. s (n 2 1, s 3 2), 

with a constant c only depending on (x, y). 
By putting a bit more effort in the analysis of the resolvent, it can be shown that (7) holds in fact 

with 6 = 0. We have 

Lemma 7. Corresponding to any given x, y E Cc with Re [x] < -)y) there is a constant L such that, 
for all s > 2, the matrix B = B,(x,y) satisfies condition (7) with 6 = 0, p = 2, II . 11 = (( . jIm. 
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Proof. (1) Let Z, y E C be given with Re [x] < - ] y ]. The corresponding polynomial P(C) = det (<I- 
B) equals 

P(C) = (< - u)[“-’ - (< + l)b. 

We shall analyze the ratio between (< + 1)b and (< - a) for ]<] > 1. 
Clearly, any < with ][] > 1 can be written in the form 

2+2 <=- 
2-2’ 

with Re [.z] > 0, z # 2. 

An easy calculation shows that 

4(.2 - x) 4Y 
(Pa) = (2_2)(2-x) and (<+0= (2-Z)(2-x)’ 

We thus have 

and since 

Y I I -Re [x] 

Z-X ’ Re [z] - Re [x] < ’ 

there follows 

](C + l)b/(c - a)] < 1 (for I<] > 1). (9a) 

This inequality implies that 

IP( 3 I< - 4 . 15‘Is-’ - ((5 + l)hJ 3 (ICI - Ial) (l<lsM1 - 1) (for ]<I > 1). (9b) 

(2) Since Re [x] < 0, we have Iu( < 1. From (9b) we thus see that ([I - B) is invertible whenever 
ICI > 1. 

Let C be given with 

and let u = (Et, E2, . . . , <s)T, 21 = (%,r/2,. . . , Q)~ be vectors in CS such that 

([I - B)U = 21. 

By a straightforward calculation it can be verified that 

P(C) . El = cs-lrll + b(C + 1) (q2 + (r/3 + . . . + cS-2?js) - tpyls, 

JYo . lj = P771 + F(< - u) (Tj2 + [r/3 + . . * + p”qj) 

+ b(C + 1) (~j+l + Cvj+2 + . . . + Cs-j-‘qs) - b<“-jqs for 2 6 j < s -- 2, 

p(c) . &-I = 5‘rll + 4% - 4 (72 + (713 + . . . + Cs-3?/s-l) + b(C‘ + 1)~ - b<qs, 

p(c) . Is = 7’1 + (5 - a> (772 + (5’3 + . . . + Cs-2yls) - bqs. 

(3) From the above relations we obtain, for IV], < 1 and 1 < j < S, 

IP(<)&I < ((Is--l + I( - al I’ls--l - ’ + lb1 l<ls-l + 1~ + 11 Isis-’ - ’ . 
& & 
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In view of (9b), 

Ilw - w Iloo 6 
I< - al + I(< + w 

I< - 41W1 - IK + l)bl . 
][]S-1 - 1 + a]<]“-’ 

E IP( . 
Using (9a), there follows 

II(CI-B)-lJ/m < 2. 

Assume b # 0. Then Re [x] < -]y] = -((2 - z)b] < 0, and therefore ]a] < 1. From (9b) we obtain 

/<IS-’ /w ICI 
IP( 6 (1 - ]u])(]@-1 - 1) G (1 - ]U])& G (1 -2]al,i- 

provided 0 < E 6 1. We thus arrive at the resolvent inequality 

I[(51 - B)-‘l(w 6 U(l4I - 1) (for 1 < ICI 6 4, 
with L = 2 + 4( 1 - ]u])-‘. 

Forb = 0,wehave I[l"-'//P(<l) = I<--uj-' < &cl, so that the above resolvent inequality follows 
with L = 4. 0 

Combining Lemma 7 and Theorem 4 we arrive at . 

Conclusion 8. Corresponding to any pair (2, Y) E cl(S) there is a constant c such that the matrix 
B = Bs(2, y) satisfies 

IIB”ll,c < c. min(s, n) (n 3 1, s 3 2). 

Here c only depends on x, y and not on n, s. 

7.3. A negative stability result, derived by using resolvents 

The question poses itself of whether a variant to Lemma 7 exists, in which the constant L is 
independent of 2, y E @ with Re [z] 6 -[y/1. The following lemma shows that such a variant is not 
possible. 

Lemma 9. Let s 3 2 be a given, fixed integer: Then there exist no 6 3 0, p > 1, L such that 
B = Bs(z, Y) satisfies the resolvent condition (7) with II . (I = II . Ilm, uniformly for all 2, y E C with 

Rebl < -1~1. 
Proof. (1) Assume (7) holds, uniformly for z, y E C with Re [x] < -]y], 

We consider arbitrary 2, y, < with Re [x] < - ( y 1, 1 < ][I < p, and we use the notations of the 
proof of Lemma 7 (parts 1 and 2). 

Let 

B = Bs(? Y), ([I - B)u = Vu, 

with 71 = 1, vi = 0 (i # 1). Since Ii = Cs-i/P(C), we have 

IcI”-‘/IpK)I 6 ((u - Wll, G L. IClb7(lil - 1). (10) 
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(2) We now focus on real 2, y satisfying 

x<-1, y = (-l)s(l +x), 

with corresponding polynomial 

w3 = m, 4 = ( 2) ( - cs-’ - (( + 1)%(-l),? 

For x --+ -cc, this polynomial tends to 

P*(c) = (< + 1)(i”-’ + (-1)“). 

Since (10) holds, with P(C) = P([> X) and x < -1, we see that 

IcI”-‘/~~*(c)~ G L. ICT~“/(ICI - 1). 
From this inequality we arrive at a contradiction, by considering real < < - 1 with C --+ - 1. 0 

In Section 4 we noted that (1) implies (3), with L = M. In view of Lemma 9, there exists no L 
such that B = Bs(z, y) satisfies (3), uniformly for (x, y) E int(S). Therefore, we have 

Conclusion 10. Let s 3 2 be given. Then there exists no constant c (only depending on s) such that 
B = Bs(x, y) satis-es 

l/Bnllm 6 c (n 3 I), 

uniformly for (z, y) E int(S). 

From the above it is clear that Conclusion 8 cannot be sharpened in that the constant c in that 
conclusion would become independent of (z:, y) E cl(S). 
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